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Abstract

Objectives: Early life stress is known to have enduring biological effects, particularly with respect to health. Epigenetic modifications, such as DNA methylation, are a possible mechanism to mediate the biological effect of stress. We previously found correlations between maternal stress, newborn birthweight, and genome-wide measures of DNA methylation. Here we investigate ten genes related to the methylation/demethylation complex in order to better understand the impact of stress on health.

Materials and methods: DNA methylation and genetic variants at methylation/demethylation genes were assayed. Mean methylation measures were constructed for each gene and tested, in addition to genetic variants, for association with maternal stress measures based on interview and survey data (chronic stress and war trauma), maternal venous, and newborn cord genome-wide mean methylation (GMM), and birthweight.

Results: After cell type correction, we found multiple pairwise associations between war trauma, maternal GMM, maternal methylation at DNMT1, DNMT3A, TET3, and MBD2, and birthweight.

Conclusions: The association of maternal GMM and maternal methylation at DNMT1, DNMT3A, TET3, and MBD2 is consistent with the role of these genes in establishing, maintaining and altering genome-wide methylation patterns, in some cases in response to stress. DNMT1 produces one of the primary enzymes that reproduces methylation patterns during DNA replication. DNMT3A and TET3 have been implicated in genome-wide hypomethylation in response to glucocorticoid hormones. Although we cannot determine the directionality of the genic and genome-wide changes in methylation, our results suggest that altered methylation of specific methylation genes may be part of the molecular mechanism underlying the human biological response to stress.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Anthropologists have long recognized the effect of environment on individual biology (Boas, 1910) and the idea that evolutionary forces result in adaptive and maladaptive changes. Early life stressors, particularly those experienced in utero, can have substantial biological outcomes. These stressors include psychosocial stress experienced during wartime (Mulligan, D’Errico, Stees, & Hughes, 2012), as well as other types of stress like maternal nutrition, smoking, and depression (Brøns et al., 2010; Jensen Peña, Monk, & Champagne, 2012; Murgatroyd, Quinn, Sharp, Pickles, & Hill, 2015). These early life stressors may be especially important in terms of long-term effects on health and disease risk according to the developmental origins of health and disease hypothesis (DOHaD), which posits that stressors experienced in utero affect the postgestational phenotype and range of future possible phenotypic responses.

Recently, epigenetic variation has arisen as one possible molecular mechanism by which environmental stressors result in phenotypic
change (Frisancho, 2009; Mulligan et al., 2012; Nätt, Johansson, Fare-sjö, Ludvigsson, & Thorsell, 2015; Ponomarev, Wang, Zhang, Harris, & Mayfield, 2012). Epigenetic modifications are changes to the genome that do not alter the DNA sequence, but do change the amount of product, or expression, of encoded genes. Here we test DNA methyla-
tion, one type of epigenetic modification, in relationship to maternal stress and newborn health.

Our group has previously explored DNA methylation in relation to stress experienced by 25 new mothers and the health outcomes of their newborns in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Mulligan et al., 2012). We found that maternal stress was correlated with both newborn birthweight and methylation changes in mothers and newborns. When examining genome-wide patterns of methylation, we found a correlation between maternal stress and maternal genome-wide mean methylation (GMM) that was not seen in the newborns (Rodney & Mulligan, 2014); this result suggests that the stress exposures we measured influence gene regulation at those locations. MECP2 binds to different methylated forms of DNA (e.g., mCH and hmC), appears to have a role in both transcriptional silencing and transcriptional activation, and is particularly important in the brain (Pohodich & Zoghbi, 2015). MBD2 and MBD4 proteins contain methyl-binding domains and are involved in DNA demethylation, DNA repair and/or gene expression regulation (Laget et al., 2014; Weaver et al., 2014). In addition, some reports have indicated that the MBD genes may be able to directly demethylate CpG sites as well (Detich, Theberge, & Szty, 2002). Thus, methyl-binding proteins may affect demethylation activity and gene regulation in the cell.

In sum, we investigate the role that methylation complex genes may play in the associations we found previously between maternal stress, newborn birthweight, genome-wide changes in maternal methylation, and gene-specific changes in cord methylation. We analyze DNA methylation of ten methylation complex genes, and genetic variants in six of these genes. Subsequently, we test measures of methylation and the genetic variants for association with maternal stress, birthweight, and GMM in both maternal venous and newborn cord blood.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study participants and sample collection

Participants for the study were enrolled as described previously (Rodney & Mulligan, 2014). In brief, 25 mothers who delivered babies in the summer of 2010 at HEAL Africa hospital in Goma, DRC were enrolled in the study. Mothers were interviewed and blood samples from the mother and umbilical cord were collected shortly after delivery. QIAamp DNA Mini Kits (Qiagen, Cat No. 51304) were used to extract genomic DNA. The ten genes chosen for study were based on a literature review that identified all major genes involved in DNA methylation and demethylation. Twenty-four maternal venous and 24 newborn umbilical cord samples were assayed for methylation; two cord blood samples were found to be contaminated and were removed from our analyses. Maternal stress and birthweight data were available for all 25 dyads. The study was approved by the Western Institutional Review Board, Olympia, WA (www.wirb.com, WIRB Project #20100993).

2.2 | Sociocultural data

Sociocultural data focused on maternal stress and trauma were collected from each mother as previously described (Rodney & Mulligan,
2014). In brief, lengthy semi-structured interviews and a standardized survey of perinatal stress derived from an established measure (Brunet et al., 2001) were administered to each participant one day after giving birth. Both interviews and surveys were conducted in the Congolese dialect of the Swahili language. These instruments allowed culturally-relevant stress data to be obtained regarding socio-economic, war-related, and other stressors pertinent to this population. All women discussed their war-related traumatic experiences without being explicitly asked, attesting to the salience of these experiences.

Using data from the survey and interviews, continuous composite measures of stress were constructed based on factor analysis as described previously (Kertes et al., 2016) [these stress measures differ from those described in Rodney & Mulligan (2014)]. Two factors were identified that explained the majority of variance in the stress questions (55% in total). Each factor was confirmed using internal consistency statistics and found to be adequate based on Cronbach’s $\alpha$ (all $>0.80$). All questions contributed to internal consistency with the exception of two questions regarding in-law stress and co-wives, both of which were removed. The remaining questions were retained in the two factor-based summary variables that we use in this study. We refer to the two factors as chronic stress and war trauma since the majority of questions in each factor relate to chronic and war trauma stress, respectively.

2.3 Genetic data

A custom Affymetrix microarray was designed in our lab with $\sim$30,000 SNPs covering over 3500 genes, including six genes investigated in this study: DNMT1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B, DNMT3L, MBD2, and MBD4. Only the maternal venous blood samples were analyzed. Samples were processed according to the manufacturer’s specifications using 200 ng of DNA. The microarray was processed at the University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill Genomics Core. Quality control was performed using the Affymetrix Genotyping Console and the SNPolisher package in R as described by Affymetrix. Probes corresponding to the genes of interest were isolated based on the associated UCSC gene name in the annotation file resulting in 14 SNPs for DNMT1, 56 for DNMT3A, 39 for DNMT3B, 36 for DNMT3L, 52 for MBD2, and 4 for MBD4.

2.4 Epigenetic data

Methylation of CpG sites was assayed using the Human-Methylation 450 Bead Chip (Illumina). Five-hundred nanograms of each sample was prepared as recommended by Illumina and the chip was processed at the University of Miami Hussman Institute for Human Genetics. Approximately 485,512 CpG sites spanning all chromosomes were assayed. These sites were then filtered as recommended by the manufacturer based on the following criteria: sites were removed if they were not detected with a $p$ value of .01 in every sample, had missing data for one or more samples, exhibited no variance, or were known to cross-hybridize to nonspecific sites (Chen et al., 2013). Lastly, using the 1000 Genomes Project African super population (Consortium, 2012), all probes were removed that contained a SNP at the assayed CpG site, a SNP at a frequency greater than or equal to 5% anywhere in the probe sequence, or three or more SNPs at any frequency. After filtering, $\sim$366,000 CpG sites remained. Types I and II probes were normalized using the Beta Mixture Quantile Method (BMIQ) in R (Teschendorff et al., 2013). Beta values were converted to $M$ values as recommended by Du et al. (2010). Methylation at each gene of interest was assessed using the subset of CpG sites associated with the gene based on the UCSC gene name in the annotation file. This resulted in 16 CpG sites for DNMT1, 70 for DNMT3A, 16 for DNMT3B, 10 for DNMT3L, 15 for MECP2, 13 for MBD2, 14 for MBD4, 27 for TET1, 16 for TET2, and 14 for TET3.

2.5 Statistical analyses

Genome-wide mean methylation (GMM) was calculated for each individual based on the average methylation of all autosomal CpG sites ($n = 348,252$) in that sample. CpG sites on X and Y chromosomes were excluded to avoid the influence of sex-based effects such as X-inactivation on measures of GMM.

Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to summarize methylation at each gene using JMP Genomics (SAS Institute Inc., 2013). PCA is a means to empirically capture the shared methylation signal of intercorrelated CpG sites at each gene and has been used for various purposes in other methylation studies such as ancestry estimation (Barfield et al., 2014; Mulligan et al., 2012; Rahmani et al., 2017). Additionally, methylation principal components (PCs) reduce the multiple testing burden as fewer PCs are tested compared to the number of individual CpG sites. Samples were separated by tissue type prior to analysis, creating two sets of samples; mothers’ blood and newborns’ cord blood. Even though the first PCs account for the greatest variation in methylation, we chose the inflection point as an unbiased and accepted way to determine the number of retained PCs per gene. An average of five to six methylation PCs were retained per gene accounting for, in total, greater than 50% of the variation in methylation at each gene, with some gene’s PCs capturing over 95% of variation in methylation.

Promoter and enhancer methylation PCs were also created to investigate methylation at these genomic regulatory elements. For each gene, a PCA was conducted using CpG sites that fell within regions designated as promoters (within 200 base pairs of the transcription start site) and enhancers (based on the Illumina annotation file). A promoter or enhancer PCA was only performed on genes that had at least three assayed CpGs in that category. This requirement resulted in promoter methylation PCs being created for DNMT1 (5 CpGs), DNMT3A (10 CpGs), MBD2 (3 CpGs), MBD4 (5 CpGs), and TET1 (5 CpGs) and enhancer methylation PCs for DNMT3A (26 CpGs), TET1 (4 CpGs), TET2 (5 CpGs), and TET3 (3 CpGs).

Hierarchical linear regressions were used to test both genetic and epigenetic effects. To determine possible genetic effects, SNPs at the genes of interest were coded based on the number of copies of the minor allele. Each SNP was tested separately for association with maternal GMM, cord GMM, methylation PCs at the particular gene of interest, or birthweight. Epigenetic relationships were tested using
both the methylation PCs and the M values of individual CpG sites at each gene as methylation measures. These methylation measures were tested individually for association with the stress measures (chronic stress and war trauma), maternal GMM, cord GMM, or birthweight. All calculations other than PCA were performed using R with the code included in the Supporting Information (R Core Team, 2015).

All measures of methylation in maternal venous or newborn cord blood were corrected for cell composition using the Houseman method for the Illumina 450K chip, as implemented in the minfi package for R (Aréez et al., 2014; Houseman et al., 2012). Reference datasets were based on Houseman et al. (2012) for venous blood and Bakulski et al. (2016) for cord blood. Quality control plots were within acceptable ranges for both tissue types. Once cell proportions were calculated, PCA was performed on the cell proportions in order to reduce collinearity, creating cell composition PCs to be included as control variables in all linear regression analyses involving gene-specific methylation. Thus, maternal cell composition PCs were included when testing maternal venous blood methylation and cord cell composition PCs were included when testing newborn cord blood methylation. Hierarchical linear regression was performed with the cell composition PCs included in the first step followed by the variable of interest in the second step.

Bonferroni correction was used for all linear regressions to correct for multiple testing. The Bonferroni threshold for significance was set according to the number of methylation PCs (56 maternal PCs or 53 cord PCs) or individual CpG sites (211 CpG sites) tested, for example, when testing for association of maternal methylation PCs and maternal GMM, the Bonferroni threshold was set to 0.05/(56 maternal methylation PCs) = 8.92 E-04. Individual thresholds are given with each set of results (see “Section 3”).

In order to determine which CpG sites were associated with each PC, the msegapca package for the PCA of metabolites was adapted for use in this study (Yamamoto et al., 2014). The pca_scaled function was used to detect which CpG sites were significantly represented by the methylation PC of interest using the hypothesis test published by Yamamoto et al. (2014). Significant CpG sites were selected based on q value, a p value corrected for multiple testing, using false discovery rate correction at a level of 5% (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

### RESULTS

#### 3.1 Measures of methylation

Three different measures of methylation were used in this study: genome-wide methylation (GMM) to investigate methylation across the genome as well as methylation principal components (PCs) and individual CpG sites to investigate methylation at each gene of interest. Genome-wide mean methylation represents the general level of methylation across the genome for that individual. GMM was calculated for each individual as the average methylation of all autosomal CpG sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Total CpG sites*</th>
<th>Maternal methylation PCs</th>
<th>Cord methylation PCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| DNMT1 | Methyltransferase  
- Maintenance of methylation | 15 (5, 0)        | 6                        | 6                   |
| DNMT3A| Methyltransferase  
- Maintenance of methylation and de novo methylation | 70 (9, 26)       | 5                        | 4                   |
| DNMT3B| Methyltransferase  
- Maintenance of methylation and de novo methylation | 16 (1, 2)        | 6                        | 5                   |
| DNMT3L| Methyltransferase  
- Regulates DNMT3A and DNMT3B | 10 (0, 0)        | 6                        | 6                   |
| TET1  | Methylated CpG modification  
- Demethylation pathway | 27 (5, 4)        | 4                        | 6                   |
| TET2  | Methylated CpG modification  
- Demethylation pathway | 16 (2, 5)        | 6                        | 5                   |
| TET3  | Methylated CpG modification  
- Demethylation pathway  
- Regulates DNMT3A | 14 (0, 3)        | 4                        | 6                   |
| MECP2 | Methyl-binding protein  
- Binds various forms of methylated DNA  
- Promotes transcriptional silencing/activation | 15 (2, 2)        | 6                        | 2                   |
| MBD2  | Methyl-binding protein  
- Involved in demethylation/DNA repair  
- Regulates gene expression | 13 (3, 0)        | 7                        | 7                   |
| MBD4  | Methyl-binding protein  
- Regulates gene expression | 14 (5, 0)        | 6                        | 6                   |

*Numbers in parenthesis denote the number of CpG sites located in promoters and enhancers, respectively.

TABLE 1 Number of CpG sites and methylation PCs for each gene
Methylation PCs were created to empirically capture the shared methylation signal of inter-correlated CpG sites at each gene (Table 1). These PCs allow for trends in each individual gene to be captured, such as groups of CpG sites in a particular region of the gene changing together. Methylation at each CpG site was also tested to determine if individual sites were important and to compare with the results using methylation PCs.

### Table 2: Associations between war trauma, maternal GMM, and newborn birthweight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Association</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>War trauma and birthweight</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War trauma and maternal GMM</td>
<td>−0.013</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal GMM and birthweight</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.0259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic stress and birthweight</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(n = 348,252) in that sample. Significant associations were detected between war trauma, maternal GMM, and newborn birthweight, with each pairwise comparison being associated (Table 2). As war trauma increases, maternal GMM, and birthweight both decrease. This result confirms our earlier findings using a simpler measure of maternal stress based on an additive model of the stress-related questions (Rodney & Mulligan, 2014). Chronic stress was also found to be associated with birthweight, but not maternal GMM (Table 2). No significant associations were found with cord

#### 3.2 | Pairwise associations of maternal stress, GMM, and birthweight

Significant associations were detected between war trauma, maternal GMM, and newborn birthweight, with each pairwise comparison being associated (Table 2). As war trauma increases, maternal GMM, and birthweight both decrease. This result confirms our earlier findings using a simpler measure of maternal stress based on an additive model of the stress-related questions (Rodney & Mulligan, 2014). Chronic stress was also found to be associated with birthweight, but not maternal GMM (Table 2). No significant associations were found with cord

#### Figure 1: Partial regression plots of significant associations between gene-based methylation principal components (PCs; X axis) and genome-wide mean methylation (GMM; Y axis) in maternal venous blood. The percent variance in methylation explained by the graphed PC is indicated in quotes on the X axis. Beta and p values represent a model that includes cell composition PCs while $R^2$ is the variance explained in a simple association. The Bonferroni threshold for significance is based on the number of maternal methylation PCs tested, that is, 0.05/52 maternal methylation PCs = 9.62E-04. PC, principle component; GMM, genome-wide mean methylation.
GMM and either maternal stress measure or birthweight, consistent with our previously published results (Rodney & Mulligan, 2014).

### 3.3 Association of genetic variants, DNA methylation, and birthweight

Genetic data on the mothers were generated for six of the genes of interest, specifically 14 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for DNMT1, 56 for DNMT3A, 39 for DNMT3B, 36 for DNMT3L, 52 for MBBD2, and 4 for MBBD4. Each SNP was tested individually for association with maternal GMM, cord GMM, or birthweight using hierarchical linear regression. After multiple testing correction, one significant association was seen in relation to cord GMM (rs12462004 in an intergenic region), suggesting that the majority of tested genetic variants do not affect genome-wide methylation or birthweight in our dataset.

The possibility of allele-specific methylation was explored by testing the SNPs against methylation PCs and methylation at individual CpG sites. After multiple-testing correction, no significant associations were seen between individual SNPs at DNMT1, DNMT3A, DNMT3B, DNMT3L, MBBD2, or MBBD4 and either methylation measure, suggesting that the tested genetic variants are not affecting DNA methylation at these genes in our dataset.

### 3.4 Association of methylation at methylation genes with maternal stress, GMM, and birthweight

The relationship between methylation at methylation genes and GMM was assessed by testing maternal methylation PCs and individual CpG sites at each gene for association with maternal GMM as well as testing cord methylation PCs and individual CpG sites at each gene for association with cord GMM.

In relation to the methyltransferase genes, maternal GMM was positively associated with the first maternal methylation PC of DNMT1 and the second maternal methylation PC of DNMT3A (Figure 1A,B). When testing individual CpG sites rather than methylation PCs, maternal GMM associated with two maternal CpG sites at DNMT3A (Table 3).

Regarding the TET genes, maternal GMM was negatively associated with the second maternal methylation PC of TET3 (Figure 1C). When testing individual CpG sites, maternal GMM associated with methylation at one CpG site in TET3 (Table 3).

Regarding the genes that code for methyl-binding proteins, maternal GMM was positively associated with the first methylation PC of MBBD2 (Figure 1D). No association between maternal GMM and methylation at individual CpG sites were found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>Individual CpG sites associated with maternal GMM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gene</td>
<td>CpG site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNMT3A</td>
<td>cg250962828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNMT3A</td>
<td>cg03314052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TET3</td>
<td>cg02237855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bonferroni threshold = 0.05/211 CpG sites = 2.37E-04.

After multiple testing correction, no significant associations were seen with cord GMM. Promoter and enhancer methylation PCs were created for the genes with at least three CpGs in those categories and tested for association with GMM, but no significant results were found in maternal venous or newborn cord blood. Furthermore, all methylation PCs and individual CpG sites were tested individually for association with chronic stress, war trauma, infant sex, or birthweight using hierarchical linear regression, but no significant associations remained after multiple testing correction.

### 3.5 Methylation PC characterization

In order to identify the CpG sites captured in the methylation PCs, the factor loadings of each methylation PC that showed a significant association with maternal GMM (see above) were used to determine which CpG sites were associated with that PC using statistical hypothesis testing.

Regarding the methyltransferase genes, six CpG sites were associated with maternal methylation PC1 of DNMT1 and 11 CpG sites were associated with maternal methylation PC2 of DNMT3A (Supporting Information Table S1). As expected, the three individual CpG sites that associated with maternal GMM (Table 3) were included in the CpG sites associated with the significant methylation PCs (Supporting Information Table S1). All CpG sites associated with methyltransferase genes loaded positively onto the associated methylation PCs with one exception (Supporting Information Table S1). A positive loading means that maternal GMM and methylation at the PC-associated CpG sites increase or decrease together.

In relation to the TET genes, four CpG sites were associated with maternal methylation PC2 of TET3: two factors loaded in a positive direction and two factors loaded in a negative direction (Supporting Information Table S1). Lastly, six CpG sites associated with maternal methylation PC1 of MBBD2 in a positive direction.

### 4 DISCUSSION

As part of an ongoing study in the Democratic Republic of Congo, our group is investigating the effects of maternal stress on newborn health outcomes and possible associations with maternal or newborn DNA methylation. Previously, we found genome-wide changes in maternal methylation and gene-specific changes in newborn cord methylation that correlated with maternal stress (Rodney & Mulligan, 2014). We hypothesize that genome-wide changes in DNA methylation may be related to changes in the genes responsible for establishing, maintaining, and altering DNA methylation in cells. Thus, in this study, we assay DNA methylation and genetic variation in the methylation complex genes, reasoning that changes in methylation or genetic variants might alter the expression of the methylation complex genes.

We first assayed genetic variants to ensure that no variants in our dataset were associated with methylation of the tested genes or genome-wide methylation or were independently associated with maternal stress or newborn birthweight. Only one SNP showed a significant association, with cord GMM, but cord GMM showed no
subsequent associations and we report no further results regarding cord methylation.

With respect to the methylation data, we found associations between maternal GMM and methylation at DNMT1, DNMT3A, TET3, and MBD2 in maternal venous blood. The new associations are consistent with the known biological role of these gene products in establishing, maintaining and altering DNA methylation patterns.

Decreased maternal GMM was found to associate with decreased maternal methylation PC1 of DNMT1 and PC2 of DNMT3A (Figure 1A, B). DNMT1 produces one of the primary enzymes that reproduces methylation patterns during DNA replication in adult cells, thus DNMT1 is a strong candidate gene to be involved in a genome-wide change in methylation. DNMT3A has also been shown to be necessary in adults for maintaining methylation patterns during cell division as well as other cellular functions (Feng et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2011). Our results suggest an association between increased maternal stress, decreased maternal GMM, and decreased methylation at DNMT3A. This finding is interesting in light of the fact that, in mouse models, exposure to stress hormones has been previously linked to decreased DNMT3A expression and genome-wide hypomethylation compared to unexposed mice (Bose et al., 2015). We do not have expression data on DNMT3A in our study. However, enrichment analysis of the CpG sites in PC2 does not show an over-representation of promoters (data not shown), meaning that the traditional association between decreased promoter methylation and increased expression cannot be assumed. Thus, based on the results of Bose et al. (2015), we can speculate that the observed changes in DNMT3A methylation may be related to the genome-wide signal of reduced methylation we see in association with maternal war stress.

Decreased maternal GMM also associated with increased maternal methylation of PC2 for TET3 (Figure 1C). TET3 has been shown to regulate DNMT3A activity and has been implicated as a mediator for the effects of stress hormones on genome-wide methylation in the brains of mice (Bose et al., 2015). Maternal GMM also associated positively with maternal methylation PC1 of MBD2 (Figure 1D). As a methyl-binding protein, MBD2 is believed to affect gene regulation (Laget et al., 2014; Weaver et al., 2014) and, according to some reports, may be able to directly demethylate CpG sites as well (Detich et al., 2002). Thus, all four genes whose methylation was found to associate with maternal GMM have roles in maintaining and altering DNA methylation and two genes have been linked to genome-wide hypomethylation due to stress hormones in mouse models.

We cannot determine the causality or directionality of our observed associations between genome-wide methylation and methylation at the four genes identified in our study (DNMT1, DNMT3A, TET3, and MBD2). In other words, we do not know if altered methylation and expression of the four genes directly impacts genome-wide methylation, or if genome-wide methylation is reduced by other genes or processes and the methylation of our four genes is caught up in that larger effect. The genes we tested are those most strongly implicated in DNA methylation and most expected to impact genome-wide methylation. Specifically, we would predict that DNMT1 would be involved in any genome-wide methylation changes as DNMT1 has long been identified as the primary methyltransferase in maintaining genome-wide methylation (Cai et al., 2017; Majumder et al., 2006). However, it is difficult to know how the changes in methylation we detected impact gene expression since no studies have investigated the relationship between methylation and expression at these genes. Recent studies have shown that methylation at nonpromoter regions can lead to either increased or decreased gene expression depending on the gene and region (Jones, 2012; Plongthongkum, Diep, & Zhang, 2014; Wagner et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). Thus, additional studies are needed to determine how gene expression is affected by the methylation changes we detect in DNMT1, DNMT3A, TET3, and MBD2.

Association between maternal GMM and gene methylation was only seen in DNMT1 and MBD2 when using PCA, that is, no individual CpG sites in DNMT1 or MBD2 were associated with maternal GMM. Methylation PCs were created to empirically summarize methylation at and near each gene of interest. The data-driven nature of the technique is particularly useful when studying DNA methylation because, while some CpG sites have been found to be individually significant (Hashimoto, Orefio, Gibson, Goldring, & Roach, 2009), often multiple CpG sites seem to work in concert (Amabile et al., 2016; Hata & Sakaki, 1997). As such, it can be hypothesized that the cell may process methylation signals in a variety of ways, which may be reflected in different methylation PCs. We used statistical hypothesis testing to determine which CpG sites were significantly associated with each methylation PC (Supporting Information Table S1). As expected, the two CpG sites in DNMT3A and one in TET3 whose methylation associated individually with maternal GMM were also identified as significantly associated with the corresponding PCs associated with maternal GMM. Individual CpG sites explained a lower proportion of GMM variance than their corresponding methylation PCs (data not shown). Thus, methylation PCs enabled more significant genes to be detected and explained a higher proportion of GMM variance relative to individual CpG sites.

Some limitations should be noted when considering our findings. First, our sample size of 25 mother–newborn dyads (with methylation data on 24 maternal and 22 cord blood samples) is small. However, the fact that we find significant p values after strict Bonferroni correction, as well as other methylation studies with sample sizes between 20 and 45 (Cao-Lei et al., 2014; Kinnsly, 2014; McGowan et al., 2009; van Dongen et al., 2014), suggests that our sample size may be sufficient, at least to detect the strongest biological relationships. Second, the Illumina 450 K chip used in our study cannot differentiate between DNA methylation and DNA hydroxymethylation, which means the two types of methylation are confounded. However, levels of hydroxymethylation outside the central nervous system are very low, suggesting that hydroxymethylation may not play a significant role in gene regulation in venous blood (Globisch et al., 2010).

In this study, we report associations between genome-wide mean methylation (GMM) and methylation at four methylation complex genes in maternal venous blood. Similar associations were not seen in newborn cord blood. Previously, we reported associations between maternal stress and GMM in maternal venous blood that were also not seen in newborn cord blood (Rodney & Mulligan, 2014). It is interesting to speculate on the implications, and possible biological effects, of this
specific set of results. Our finding of a change in methylation across the maternal genome, that is, GMM, represents a substantial biological effect as it comprises methylation changes at >600 genes out of the 21,000 genes in the human genome (Mulligan, 2012). Furthermore, >99% of those genes showed a decrease in methylation thus revealing a uniform reduction in genome methylation. Such a widespread effect on the maternal genome could reflect a generalized response to stress in mothers, who are directly experiencing the stressors, compared to their newborns. A net reduction in methylation could result in dysregulation of multiple regions across the genome. Such dysregulation, in response to maternal stress, could have both adaptive and maladaptive effects. An adaptive response might enable secondary promoters or cryptic splice sites, which would normally be suppressed by methylation (Yang et al., 2014), to be used, thus enabling a wider variety of proteins to be made available in order to respond to the stressor. Our finding of an association between maternal GMM and methylation at four methylation complex genes suggests that those four genes might be involved in an intentional decrease in methylation in response to stress or an attempt to reestablish regulation after the GMM change. Alternatively, the dysregulation might simply result in wastage and higher energy usage as unwanted proteins are produced. Regardless, GMM represents an important phenotype for future studies of the biological response to stress.

It is also interesting to speculate on why we do not find the same maternal stress–GMM–methylation of methylation complex genes associations in newborn cord blood. Although maternal stress hormones can pass through the placental barrier, the fetus’ exposure to maternal stress hormones, and general exposure to maternal stressors, will be muted in comparison to the mother’s exposure. Thus, we might predict that cord blood would show a diminished genome-wide response to maternal stress in comparison to maternal blood, as we have found. Furthermore, the lack of an association between maternal war trauma and cord GMM is consistent with DOHaD theory insofar as a change in GMM represents a generalized response across the entire genome. In contrast, DOHaD would predict that the newborn would make more focused changes, most likely through specific genes, to influence optimal phenotypes later in life, such as the changes to NR3C1 methylation reported in our previous study (Mulligan et al., 2012).

In sum, our results suggest an association between methylation at four methylation complex genes, GMM, and maternal stress that is present in the mothers directly experiencing the stressor, but not their newborns. We propose that further study of GMM, as well as contrasting genome-wide versus gene-specific changes, will help illuminate the molecular and biological responses to stress. Our study provides a short list of genes to be included in future studies of the stress response as well as offers possible insight into the underlying mechanism(s) involved in that response.
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